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BY DARREN PALMER

“I’ve just added 5 new  
stunning Timber Oaks to my 
Provincial Lane range.”

Artist: George Tjungurrayi
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Stained oak Timber
Designers love the look of timber for its natural beauty, 
warmth and timeless sophistication. The Provincial Lane 
Timber Oaks range offers a choice of 5 richly textured 
timber hues designed for a lifetime of effortlessly stylish, 
low maintenance living. Available in 1 strip – long and wide 
plank in 1820 x 190 x 14mm.
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Chestnut Macadamia Cashew

Pistachio Hazelnut



STRANDWOVEN BAMBOO
Working with bamboo is a designers dream. The Provincial Lane bamboo 
range exudes natural warmth and sophistication. Its versatile 4-sided 
Unilin Locking System makes it easy to install, and with a tough anti-
scratch coating and exceptional durability, it’s the perfect flooring choice 
for high traffic areas. Choose from 5 richly exotic colours to complement 
your décor.

Coffee Natural Grey Ash Red Sandalwood Sepia
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European Vinyl Plank
Bringing the warmth of natural timber into your home adds a deep 
sense of luxury and sophistication to your décor. Provincial Lane Vinyl 
planks have been cleverly crafted to give you the traditional wood 
grain look at a fraction of the price. These true-to-nature floors also 
feature a thick protective coating, making them the ideal choice for 
high traffic areas.  
Available in:  Click – Plank Size: 1316 x 191mm or 1494 x 241mm  

         LVT/Dryback – Plank Size: 1320 x 196mm or 1498 x 246mm

24236 
Casablanca Oak

24219  
Summer Oak

24854 
Casablanca Oak

24244  
Summer Oak

24890 
Casablanca Oak

24867  
Summer Oak

24584  
Summer Oak

24820  
Summer Oak
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DESIGNER RANGE LAMINATE
Laminate has great designer appeal as it gives you the look of natural 
timber flooring at a fraction of the price. Provincial Lane Laminate has an 
easy Unilin Click System that will transform your home in no time. Durable 
and hardwearing, the range also features a strong, scratch-resistant 
protective layer for low maintenance living. Suitable for both residential 
and commercial applications, choose from 3 classic Australian timber 
colours, or 2 stylish stained oaks. Available in 8mm (1213 x 126 x 8.3mm) 
and 12mm (1800 x 165 x 12mm) 

Blackbutt Spotted Gum Natural Oak Grey Oak Jarrah
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ARLES
The French are renowned for their effortless style, which 
is why I find the region such a great source of inspiration. 
The twist pile range Arles, takes its name from the 
historical city in Provence. The elegantly muted colour 
palette pays homage to the most beautiful French cities, 
evoking the ultimate in Parisian chic.

Avignon

Monaco

Marseille

Saint Tropez

Nimes Nice

Antibes Cannes



Pont Des Amoureux

Romeo Juliet Lancelot

Cleopatra Antony

I love working with natural fibres, and 100% wool 
is natural beauty at its best. Inspired by the famous 
Parisian bridge where lovers attach a padlock to 
symbolise their love, you’ll love the look, feel and 
durability of the Pont des Amoureux heathered loop pile 
range. Fall head over heels with 5 shades of nature.
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Cracker Jack ImpactNorthern Breeze Fusion

Premier soft
True designer style must be functional as well as fashionable. 
Styled for modern living, this Provincial Lane range 
incorporates the latest generation fibre, which is designed for 
maximum durability and softness. Effortlessly family friendly, 
the solution dyed nylon is resistant to stains and crushing, 
keeping it looking luxuriously chic year after year.

Sugar Cookie Wintermoon Muskateer Jet Grey

Visit carpetcourt.com.au to find your nearest store or call 1300 CARPET
 Swatches are only indicative of colour and should be used as a guide only. Stock may vary from store to store. Please contact your nearest store for more information.
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